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In 1937 and 1938, as the bombing of Guernica and northern Spain increased in frequency and intensity, thousands of children boarded ships to safer residences in foreign countries. 1 About 3,000 children, with teachers and caregivers, entered the hastily provisioned Houses for Spanish Children that became their schools, homes, and families. The evacuation from Spain's northern coast was far from systematic. Soviet authorities did not select the children or the adults that came with them for their political affiliations, cultural or intellectual development, or affinity with Soviet norms of behavior.
2 Parents had to make the excruciating choice to send their children away or to keep them in a deadly war zone.
Because of the rather haphazard process of exile, Soviet officials had little idea what they
were getting or how they should respond.
The Central Committee of the Soviet Union had been granting special and separate aid to Spanish children for months before the evacuations began, but a 22 September 1936 letter 1 I want to thank my mentor Richard Stites and his books on women, popular culture, and serf entertainment (to name just a few) for showing me that there is great joy in researching understudied topics like this one. 2 For the adults, who were mostly teachers and childcare workers, there was a vetting process by local Spanish organizations that tried to select people under fifty years old with republican leanings or service in the Popular Army. On this, see Enrique Zafra, Rosalía Crego and Carmen Heredia, Los Niños Españoles Evacuados a la URSS, (1937) , 1st ed. (Madrid: Ediciones de la Torre, 1989), pp. 39-40. ones who went through all the calamities of the Children's Houses during the war. They too [the eldest], the same as us, but it was a different thing. We missed everything: we missed our homeland, we missed our parents, we missed our religion, we missed a Spanish education, we missed everything because we were very little." 8 A few short years of relative normality followed before the children's lives were again thrown into chaos. As the Nazi forces moved in on Moscow the Spanish houses 9 evacuated, but many of their new locations had not been prepared for children. The sites generally lacked heating fuel, food, beds, and other necessities. Teaching materials were also in short supply. Children started growing their own food, hauling water from nearby rivers, and taking on more labor. Disease and death increased in these conditions.
Despite the horrors of war and multiple evacuations, oral historians have shown that overwhelmingly, although not exclusively, niños' memories of time spent in the USSR were quite positive. 10 It was "like reaching paradise after being in hell" 11 where the children lived 8 Marie Jose Devillard et al., eds., Los Niños Españoles en la URSS, 1937 -1997 : Narración y Memoria (Barcelona: Ariel, 2001 ), p. 78.
9 Throughout I will use the word "house" to describe the living-learning institutions set up for the Spanish children. This is a direct translation of the Spanish, casa, but a poor translation for the Russian, detskii dom.
The Russian term often is translated as "orphanage," but because many of these children were not orphans, the term seems misleading. I have also not used "boarding school" because, although it more accurately describes the living-learning environment in most cases, it can get cumbersome. Twenty-two houses were opened at various times in Russia and Ukraine. were taken on excursions, we had a good time. . . .
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Although the oral histories provide us with many remembrances from the Spaniards, the existing scholarship does not fully explore the Soviet documents to ascertain the intentions in creating and running the special Spanish schools and how they operated for the fifteen focuses much more on the discourse and rhetorical devices that the subjects used. Letters from the period show quite the same excitement from the children as the interviews given years later. influence threatened to undermine the ideals being inculcated in the students.
The political outlook of another Spaniard was less apparent, but no less suspect. The author of this report claimed that the suspect's age (b. 1895) made it more likely that he was attached to his roots and traditions. The report deemed him conscientious in his educational work, but there was an "influence of a bourgeois scholastic school." After all, he had had theological training. In Spain he had belonged to a party of "republican-federalists," but it is unclear what his political attitudes were in the USSR, according to the author's report. The
Spanish left was so fractured that being a socialist or even a communist in no way guaranteed support for the Soviet Union. The teacher never refused to attend public events, nor did he eschew political speeches of a "deeper character." But in his daily life he was often "insincere" and at times "two-faced. was it enough to get him sacked? A subsequent document on workers for whom there were special investigations noted that the same teacher had an "unhealthy attitude." House officials were suspicious of his "relations with older girls," and his "dubious political physiognomy." 19 Here we see elements of "masking" that was so prominent during the Great Purges. 20 The fear was that while at times the teacher appeared to be politically reliable, no one knew which of his two faces were real. He could be the conscientious pedagogue on the one hand and the lecherous teacher on the other. Because of this Januslike demeanor, his character, behavior, and political leanings were all suspect or "dubious."
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Administrators sacked some Spanish adults, or they were reported as sacked, in a group.
One woman was removed because she was "politically completely illiterate" and refused to improve. Her "weak professional preparation" and deafness also stood out in the recommendation to move her to manufacturing work. Another woman refused her obligation to provide a "communist upbringing for the children." She also was called "politically illiterate." Another woman was deemed "partially literate," and she had little regard for her work and little interest for the children. Moreover, her work was "undisciplined," which led to a recommendation to send her into manufacturing in Kolomna where her husband lived. A fourth woman was evaluated as "illiterate" and "completely uninterested in receiving a minimal education." She neither studied nor showed interest in "questions of political development," and she was "uninterested in the children." There is a certain degree of consistency in these cases. Adults who were in the position of nurturing the next generation of Spanish communists had to be willing to pass on the values of a good communist: education, political awareness, and proper behavior. Educational preparation among the dismissed employees was weak, and some combined this intellectual lethargy with political and personal behavior that did not model authority and correct Soviet behavior for the children.
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Some charges were far more explosive than simple illiteracy or lack of political knowledge. One Spanish woman was judged as completely unfit to work with children because she "admitted to sexual contact with individual pupils." As if that were not enough, she was also uninterested in politics. A separate document from the chief of the division of children's houses of special purpose (spetsnaznachenie), Dubrovskii, sheds more light on this case. 24 The person in question was a member of the Spanish Communist Party and was a milliner before becoming an educator in Children's House No. 1. Dubrovskii's short characterization requested removing her because she lacked the proper specialization. She worked as both an educator and cleaning woman, but she "displayed a dishonest attitude to work." She had also been caught in "anti-Soviet conversations." 25 It is unclear whether these charges preceded or followed the charge of sexual misconduct with students, but it suggests that the first recommendation to remove her was not heeded and the authorities were trying to build a stronger case against her. Behavior problems and uneven political education necessitated a review of the adult staff, but even with good role models, the children needed to be educated and raised to become good Soviets.
Education and Upbringing during WW II
Although the Red Army had the initial responsibility for providing for the children, in
November 1937 the People's Commissariat of Education (Narkompros) RSFSR was given full responsibility for the children's houses. 28 Narkompros directed twenty-two houses by the end of 1940 in the Russian and Ukrainian republics. These varied greatly in size and location. Some were in the center of Moscow or Leningrad, others were in wooded suburbs.
The more rural houses typically had attached schools, whereas the urban schools often sent children to separate classrooms within a nearby Soviet school. In 1940, a new dimension was added with the two houses for Spanish youth (teenagers who had completed the seventh course and were often working during the day while continuing their education at night).
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Three of the twenty-two houses were specifically for ill children.
During the war -and the food, heat, clothing, and living space shortages that came with it -the houses began to change. Few seemed to believe any more that the students would soon return to Spain as a fifth column to create a Soviet-style state; therefore, the school curriculum and staffing began to change accordingly. Russian teachers gradually began to replace the Spanish teachers who had come with the children from Spain. With the growing need for labor and soldiers, the curriculum turned to ensuring students' proficiency in 28 The files for the children's homes are in the State Archive of the Russian Federation: GARF, f. A-307.
Narkompros files can be found in GARF, f. A-2306. 29 This brief experiment ended as World War II started in the USSR.
Russian language and increasingly their familiarity with politics and history rather than preserving their Spanish heritage.
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Soviet education had changed in fits and starts since the revolution, but by the late-1930s it sought to increase knowledge while also instilling discipline and Soviet values. 31 The curriculum at the children's house varied little from the regular Soviet classroom, except for the initial emphasis on Spanish. All children studied reading, writing, and mathematics. In the upper grades students pursued geography, hard sciences, and politics, too. Soviet textbooks, translated into Castilian, were the norm, and teachers followed the standard syllabi approved by Narkompros.
From the beginning, Soviet officials clearly understood that although Spain's republican government wanted to preserve the children's Spanish heritage, Soviet ideology was to be the mainstay in the classroom. Dolores Ibarruri, a leading member of the Spanish Communist Party in the Soviet Union, was quoted as saying:
We Spaniards considered ourselves always united, and our politics were Spanish and oriented toward maintaining the children so that they might not forget their language and 35 This year of evacuations, when the Spanish schools were sent further from the front lines, brought additional political education to the students. After laudatory phrases about Stalin and the party, the report notes that the "dayto-day work in the school" consisted of instructing the children about the merits of Leninism-Stalinism: "fortitude, courage, stoutness, without fear of the fight, preparedness to give one's life for the great work of Lenin-Stalin." The lessons were to encourage "love for studies, work, [and] careful, economical consumption of state resources." One needed to be a disciplined student and laborer, but during the war one also had to conserve resources for the front. Although not mentioned directly in this passage, the underlying current of all these traits is discipline, a word that one sees repeatedly in reports. In fact, the school administrator noted the war created a "turnabout in the children's psyche." The trauma did not depress or frighten them; apparently, it merely steeled the children for greater effort, according to the report. They "strengthened their love for our [Soviet] homeland and willed to change their relation to studies, labor, discipline and many other responsibilities." They studied Stalin's writings; they engaged in socialist competitions with other houses in improving their "studies, discipline, labor, defense-physical culture work, [and] This partial Russification must have confused a number of the students, so she used her courses on ancient history and the Middle Ages to generalize about the power of peasant armies and the long history of brutal German invasions across Europe. In these ways, it seems, she sought to balance her Russocentric curriculum described above. In what she called "moments of nationalization of the curriculum," Maksimova used examples from Spanish history to make the general Soviet syllabus more meaningful to the Spanish youths. 41 For example, in Roman history she discussed the Spanish people's fight during
Hannibal's siege of Saguntum and for independence from Rome during the uprisings of Viriato and Sertorius. These examples, she said, were meant to strengthen the children's hearts to be future fighters for the new Spain. She linked Spanish valor in the deep past to the present conflict against the Nazis and the children's future in fighting against Franco.
That "Spain" was far from unified during the period she taught does not seem to have entered her teaching. But training was not limited to history lectures.
Education had its complement in lessons and activities outside the academic curriculum that were designed to mold the character and values of the pupil. Part of the "training"
program at the children's house included labor both as a form of self-discipline, but also to create some self-sufficiency. 42 Soviet youth had long been directed to perform tasks that aided society, but farm labor was not merely a way to achieve class consciousness during the war. Child farm labor was an attempt to alleviate food shortages in the distribution process. From the first day at their new Volga River children's house, students and workers at House No. 1 formed into groups to sanitize the complex against sickness and disease, to guard harvests, and to prevent the encroachment of flood waters.
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Protecting the children also meant training them to protect themselves and their schools, but ideal and practice often were at odds. Children devoted a significant portion of their time to the new wartime needs. They heard lectures, and some students passed classes to prepare themselves for attack by air or chemical warfare. Older students took 110 hours of military preparedness courses, and sixth and seventh graders studied civil defense. A group of sixteen female Komsomol members voluntarily formed a group to study modern weaponry. 44 But firefighting equipment was considered just barely adequate, and training in artificial resuscitation and treatment of chemical injuries was completely absent. Although authorities improved civil defense training, the shortages of a crisis economy limited their ability to achieve all their goals.
Because of staffing limitations and the absence of material goods, many of the afterschool study circles (e.g., orchestra, radio, sewing, and more) were canceled during the first evacuation year, but disciplined, socially and politically engaged learning continued. The fifth anniversary of their arrival in the USSR was a "sports holiday," yet, it was an event that allowed the children to "demonstrate their preparation for labor and defense." 43 GARF, op. 1, d. 26, l. 14. 44 GARF, op. 1, d. 26, op. 1, d. 26, ll. 12, 19. bodies in a collectivist manner. When not learning to protect themselves and their bodies, articles, and more about his life. As malnutrition took hold, the students tended the fields in a nearby village and thereby learned the value of labor and saved themselves from hunger.
Despite all the cold and hardships, the report concludes, the "period of the Great Patriotic The proximity of House No. 1 to the Moscow region after the return from evacuation provided access to rich cultural resources beyond Bolshevo. Teachers led several excursions each year to theaters, museums, concerts, and the zoo. In the summer of the 1948-49 school years, students took excursions to the Tretiakov Gallery, the Museum of the Revolution, the Historical Museum, Novodevichii Cemetery, and the Moscow-Volga canal. Each student went on at least one excursion and some attended as many as three trips. 58 For students interested in the arts this was a way for them to expand their educations. For other students, it was a much needed respite from the routine and surroundings of the house, and it brought them into the normal routine of Soviet school children. 56 In an unpublished paper, Larry Holmes recounts an interview with Viktor Putintsev, who played against the children of House No. 10 when evacuated to Kirov oblast'. Putintsev noted that the Spaniards won because they had shoes, unlike the Soviets, and had been playing together for a long time. 
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Conclusion
The Spanish students, particularly in their political activities and history courses, but also in their daily lives, were being taught to be disciplined, orderly, and Soviet. Any poor role models, be they students or staff, were reviewed and whisked off to work elsewhere.
Defense training, farming, and physical fitness regimes often consumed students' time after coursework. Meanwhile, in-class education during the war continued much of the standard Soviet curriculum, minus most of the arts, but the focus centered on war and heroism, and teachers continued the trend of the late-1930s toward reviving pre-Soviet military heroes.
During the war, however, students' lessons began to focus on the long history of invasions of Russia, German barbarity through the ages, and the power of the masses to fight for independence. Some teachers taught about parallel events from the history of Hispania in order to personalize the war for their young Spanish charges.
Although the motives for the changes noted above are unclear, we can make some preliminary assumptions. The timing of changes coming after the start of the Second World War and end of the Spanish Civil War suggests that Soviet authorities were taking a longer view of the Spaniards as immigrants rather than exiles. With the children looking more and more like permanent wards of the state, the houses began a process of transforming Spanish children into Soviets. Spanish houses began to resemble those of other Soviet children.
Russian increasingly became the lingua franca. Soviet coursework in history, politics, and the Stalin Constitution became mandatory. Even Russian games like gorodki became more common. More and more students were consuming Russian/Soviet books, films, newspapers, and periodicals. With repatriation from communist USSR to "fascist" Spain now seeming impossible, House No. 1 began the niños' preparation to become tong-term residents of the Soviet Union. In order to facilitate the transformation, contact with Spanish adults had to be minimized so that classroom lessons and after school training could establish roots in the new hybrid children.
